
Year 4 learning 
 

Week beginning  
8th June 2020 



Here is your learning for this week. There is: 
 
● Spelling 
● Arithmetic 
● Maths (White Rose Maths attachments) 
● Grammar  
● Writing  
● Topic activities 
 
 You can do them in any order that you like.  



Spellings 

Here are your 
spellings for this 
week. You should 
do a little bit of 
practice several 
times this week, 
then have a test 
at the end. Here 
are some ideas for 
you to learn them.  

Draw around the word: 
 
 

P y r a m i d 

 

Draw a pyramid of the word 
to help you remember each 
letter 

Write them once in squiggly 
letters and then again 
properly (and neatly). 

Colourful words – write each 
letter in a different colour. Like 

this: colourful 
Three Times! Choose 8 of 
your spelling words and write 
each of them 3 times. First, 
write them in pencil 
Second, write in a coloured 
pencil/crayon. 
Third, write each word in 
felt tip/marker pen 

Blue vowels– write each word and 
trace over the vowels in blue: 

Vowels 
(vowels = a e i o u ) 

Spelling rainbows– write each word in 
pencil, then trace over each 3 times. 
Each time you write over them you 
change colour 



Spelling words: 
 

 fabulous 

curious 

anxious 

obvious 

gorgeous 

 

 

tremendous 

enormous 

jealous 

serious 

hideous 

All of these words 
end with the 
suffix - ous. 



Grammar task – Determiners 

We’ve looked a little at determiners last term 
and we’ll start with possessive determiners as 
they follow on nicely from last week’s 
possessive apostrophes as it’s all about who 
something belongs to. 
 
Just remember possession means something 
belongs and determiners explain the noun 
more. 
 



Possessive Determiners 

Possessive determiners explain who the noun 
belongs to and comes before the noun. 
 
Daisy sat on her cushion whilst she watched tv. 
 
The cat’s name was Jessy. 
 
Quick! My dinner is burning! 
 



The porch belongs to her 



Determiners 

Quantifiers are a type of determiner that we 
use when we want to give information about the 
amount of something; the tell us how much or 
how many. 
 

There were only five marbles left in the bag. 
 
On Saturday there were many children in the 
park.   
 





Determiners - use the quantifiers below to make the 
sentences correct (use each only once) 

Three   some   many   few   fewer  some   more   any  



Answers: 



Answers: 



Maths – White Rose 

As you know White Rose resources for maths can be found 

on the school’s  website with this powerpoint. 

 

There are four days of lessons. Friday is left empty so that 

you can review what has been done during the week. 

 

There are video links to support each lesson using the link 

below: 
https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Year-4-

Week-7.pdf 
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Arithmetic 

Try these questions - write them down and 

answer them, then use the answer slides to 

see if you were right.  

 

 



Monday 

= 

145 + 64 = 65 x 3 =  7894 -  ? = 3858 

    3 of 12 = 
    4 

48 + 32 + 120  =      3    _ 
    5 

    1 
    5 = 



Tuesday 

  18 x 3 = 1830 ÷ 100 = 981 + 4894 = 

6 x 80 = 80 x 3 =  8 x 2 x 3 = 



Wednesday 

 887 – 529 =  

69 x 8 = 654 x 10 =  92 ÷ 6 = 
(remainder) 

6 x 4 x 5 =  9865 – 6558 =  



Thursday 

9750 – 8751 = 

455 ÷ 4 = 
(remainder) 

53 + 242 + 704 = 25 x 24 = 

Quarter of 120 455 x 4 = 



Friday 

85 + 21 + 93 = 4865 ÷ 7 = 

4 + 44 + 444 = 48 x 21 = 4752 – 3751 = 

695 – 45 = ? + 600  



Answers 

Monday 

209   195   4036 

          9       2      200 
                   5 

Tuesday 

54   18.3   5875 

480   240   48 

Wednesday 

15 r2   552   6540 

358   120   3307 

Thursday 

999   113r3   600 

999     30    1820 

Friday 

492   4377   1008 

199    695   50 



Topic- Animal print art 





Step 1 - we will be starting with background.  
 
You can achieve this soft sunset background using 
paints, watercolours, crayons or chalks.  
 
Look carefully at the colours which have been 
used. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AIWtbt0oeuM 

You might like to watch this video to give you an idea of how to achieve 

a sunset type background. You will see this this one has the sun as it 

goes down, but you don’t have to have this exact feature which they 

have placed in the centre, you can amend the idea to your own design. 

Look back again more closely at the pictures and how they vary. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AIWtbt0oeuM


Step 2 - Choose your colours and have a practice 
on a test paper. 
 
It is a good idea to experiment with your paint, crayons, pastels 
etc.  
 
Work on how you blend the colours - you may use a little drop of 
water on your brush to overlap the colours, or you may use your 
finger or sponge to blend your colours. 
 
Once you are happy with your technique and design, do it for real on 
your paper - this could be A4 or A3.   Leave it flat to dry if 
necessary. 



Step 3 - Prepare your animal 
silhouettes. 
You could: 
● Draw round a template 
● Print an outline and colour it 

in/ paint it jet black, or use 
black paper 

● Draw by hand the animal 
copying from an image. 

 

Do take care and think about the 
size of the animal/s you want to 
use so they fit on the paper to 
create a scene. You may wish to 
add other silhouetted features.  
 



Step 4 - place the silhouettes onto the 
background. 

Once you have created all the animals and features for your scene, 

position them first on the paper. 
 

ONLY when you are sure you are happy with their position, stick them 

down one at a time really neatly. 
 

To finish it off you may wish to create a border to your picture. 
 

If you have had fun doing this, you could do other pictures creating 

different scenes and watch your techniques improve! 
 

How lovely would it be if we could create a gallery of images on padlet? 



Writing task - Discussion 
To link to your topic research, write a discussion considering 

whether endangered animals in Africa  should be protected by 

man? 

Remember- A balanced discussion considers both points of view 

Ideas you might want to consider: 

● Is it mans responsibility for which animals become 

endangered/extinct?  

● Can zoos do more to help/ do they do too much? 

● Is it natures way of keeping the balance/ is it humans who 

have damaged the planet? 



Writing task – Planning your discussion: 
1 – start with a question that by the end you will answer. 

2 – Opening statement – this introduces your point and a short 

idea of what your main point is. 

3 – A paragraph to make your points in favour of and use 

evidence you’ve learned to explanation of why. 

4 – A paragraph to make your point against and what evidence 

you’ve learned to explanation of why. 

5 – Conclusion – this is where you sum everything up and put your 

opinion explaining why you think this and if something should 

be done in the future. 

 



Writing task – just an example to help you get started 

Endangered 
African 
animals 

Planning ideas: 

1  Title:  Are all African Zebras Endangered? 

2 – Opening statement: 
3 species of Zebra live in Africa - Plains, Grevy’s & mountain. 

Are all of them equally endangered?  

3 – point in favour – Yes Mountain and Grevy’s endangered ...hunted/humans 
warring/ eaten/skins/ climate change 

4 – point against – No not hunted like other animals... 
Plains – not endangered – large numbers spotted on plains 

5– conclusion and your opinion 
In conclusion, I believe the Grevy’s and the mountain zebra are endangered 

because.. 
Plains not endangered as ... 

What needs to change if anything? 




